1. Introduction. Assume we have given a series (1.1) α 0 + a l + a 2 + + a n + and consider denote the partial sums by s n and t n , respectively. Since s n =ί Λ + i, the convergence of (1.1) is equivalent to that of (1.2) . However, if a method of summability V is applied to both series, the statements (1.3) (a) V-Σa n =s (b) V-Σb n =s 1 need not be equivalent (for example, if Fis the Borel method; see [4, p. 183] ).
If V(x;s v )
and Vix tp) denote the F-transforms of the sequences { s n \ and {t n \, respectively, it is therefore interesting to investigate, for which methods
V and under what restrictions on { a n \ the relations \n -> oo . ίn + k\ jn + k\ /n-l + k\ \ n I \ n I \ n-1 / 3. Let g(w) = Σ,γ n w n be regular and schlicht in | w \ £ 1, and assume g(0)=0, g(l) = l. Then the ^-transforms of Σ,a n and 22b n are obtained by the formal relations [ 5 ] Σ,a n z We assume first
Then, since by (3.2) Σ,β n is the Cauchy product of Σ,(X n and Σy π , we have
and for ^ >. 1
For the matrix c nV in this transformation of the convergent sequence \A n n"ŵ 
v Therefore the transformation (3.3) of \ A n n"^ \ converges to K, which proves
Assume on the other hand B n ^ Kn We add a few remarks about the assumptions on the function z = g(w) by which the E-method is defined.
a. Theorem 2 becomes false if only regularity of g{w) in \w\ < 1, and continuity and schlichtness in \w\ <_1 are assumed. For there exist such functions g(w) whose power series do not converge absolutely on | w \ = 1 (cf. [2] ). leads to the method of Mersman [6] , as Scott and Wall showed [7, p. 270 ] .
Here Theorem 2 is also applicable, since the more general conditions about g{w) in remark (b) are satisfied, as is readily seen. and also
The Borel method is defined by the transformation
for positive constants α and β. Hence one knows that
from which the result follows.
5. We now show that Theorem 4 is best possible in a certain sense. Prof. Lδsch (Stuttgart) suggested to me the relation to the coefficient problem for entire functions.
